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Have it all with the new MG ZS. Premium features for an  
economy price. Smart new design and next-level technology.  
Plus a family-ready compact SUV that looks good on any  
city street. 

EXTRA REASSURANCE
An all-time first for MG, a full 7 year / 80,000 mile warranty. 
Love it for the long haul.

EXTRA CONNECTIVITY
Apple CarPlay™* puts all the good stuff from your iPhone  
onto your dashboard, so you can manage directions,  
music and more. Stay safe, keep connected.

EXTRA FEATURES
Daytime LEDs, 6 speakers, a chrome tipped grille…just 
some of the fine features you can find on your MG ZS for 
a lot, lot less than you might expect.

Discover the MG ZS and put extra in your life.

EXPECT EXTRA

DYNAMIC  
D R I V I N G

Apple 
CarPlay™* 

INCLUDES
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STAND-OUT  
DESIGN

Today, more for less is always the smarter choice. Which is  
why we designed an SUV that gives you premium style,  
without the premium price tag.

The smooth lines and high-end touches aren’t just there to look 
good, they’ll make you feel good too. Knowing that you’re in a 
ride that doesn’t do middle-of-the-road. Turning heads in town 
and country alike, while you relax in an interior that surrounds 
you with comfort and convenience. 

Don’t compromise, be confident.
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From the swept-back signature headlights right down to 
the boot lever, everything about the MG ZS’s exterior feels 
inspired. Oozing performance and capability, this sleek, bold 
design looks right at home on smart city streets or off the 
beaten track.

BOLD COLOURS
You’ll want to get noticed in your MG ZS, so we’ve  
made the colour choices super eye-catching. Including a  
Tri-coat dynamic red option for that wow factor. 
Prepare to shine.

SMART WHEELS
Head off to adventure the right way: on a set of  
gleaming alloys.

REFINED FEATURES
The little things can make the biggest impression.  
Like look-at-me daytime LEDs, or chrome touches on  
the grille that say premium, even when the price doesn’t.

THE  
BOXOUTSIDE

COAT
PAINT

TRI
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INSPIRED  
INSIDE
So you get the most out of your MG ZS, we’ve thought  
very carefully about everything we put into it. Every inch of 
the stylish, super-sized interior has been designed to make 
sure the driver, the passengers and even the family dog want 
for nothing.

CONTROL
A family expedition, a getaway for two, even the daily commute 
– the MG ZS is equipped to be real-life ready. The visibility’s 
great and the controls are easy to use. There’s also an 8” touch 
screen* to keep you connected with the tap of a finger – and 
show you just where you’re reversing. Prefer an automatic for an 
even smoother drive? No problem, the MG ZS can do that too.

COMFORT

You won’t believe that an interior this smart costs so little. 
There are no hard plastics or budget finishes. Just beautifully soft 
materials, a carbon fibre design surround* on the infotainment 
display, and even stitched leather* options if you want more 
luxury. 

CAPABILITY

Sure, the MG ZS has plenty of room inside, but we make it 
work hard too. There are plenty of clever storage ideas, like a 
split-level boot that gives a lot more space than meets the eye.

T
O

U
C

H 
SC

RE
EN

*
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BLUETOOTH

*Ava i l a b l e  on  Exc i t e  and  Exc l u s i ve  mode l s

Apple 
CarPlay™* 

INCLUDES
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IN-SCREEN 

HELP

STEERING M
ODES

*

*  Ava i l a b l e  on  Exc i t e  and  Exc l u s i ve  mode l s
* *Ava i l a b l e  on  Exc l u s i ve  mode l
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PEOPLE- 
FRIENDLY TECH

The best technology makes life better. And the MG ZS is  
packed with user-friendly intelligent tech at your fingertips.   
There aren’t loads of buttons, just loads of ways to make  
every journey a joy.  

Apple  CarPlay™*
 
Get all the best bits of your iPhone on your car controls,  
while you drive safely. Music, calls, messages – you can manage 
them all and more through your touch screen display. 

BLUETOOTH

REVERSE  
CAMERA

& SENSORS**

S A T  
N A V *

T
O

U
C

H 
SC

RE
EN

*

STEERING   

WHEEL
CONTROLS

*
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AT YOUR  
CONVENIENCE
What’s the best feature of the MG ZS? The way it’s designed to  
fit around you. You could be loading up the family or going solo. Off 
on a long haul or just a short hop. Whatever you’re setting out for, 
the MG ZS is practical, comfortable and infinitely adjustable. It’s your 
journey, so do it your way.

SPACIOUS 
S P L I T- L E V E L 

BOOT

S O F T 
T O U C H  
P R E M I U M 

D A S H
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ADJUSTABLE  
S T E E R I N G  

COLUMN

AU
TO

A I R
C O N

CRUISE
CONTROL

BLUETOOTH
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MG ZS  
EXPLORE
With sharp looks and great spec galore,  
our entry level MG ZS is anything but basic. 

• LED daytime running lights

• 15” steel wheels

• Rear ISO FIX child fitting

• Cruise control

• Designer Houndstooth 
   fabric seats

• Chrome window surrounds

• 4 way manual seat adjustment

• Daytime / dusk headlights  

• Tilt-adjust steering column

• MG badge boot open

• Radio & MP3

• Trip computer

• Bluetooth
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MG ZS  
EXCITE
Get even more to enjoy in this highly-equipped  
compact SUV.

• Manual or Automatic 

• LED daytime running lights

• 17” Turbine alloy wheels

•  Leather steering wheel  
with audio controls

• 6 way manual seat adjustment

• Heated and electric adjust mirrors

• Front fog lights

• Air conditioning

• 8” colour touch screen

• ‘Follow me home’ lights

• Apple CarPlay™*

• 3 steering modes

• Parking sensors

• Remote central door locking

• Bluetooth integration

• Rear ISO FIX child fitting

• Cruise control

• Designer Houndstooth fabric seats

• Chrome window surrounds

• Stylish roof rails  

• Tilt-adjust steering column

• MG badge boot open
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MG ZS  
EXCLUSIVE
Meet the ultimate combination of MG style, capability and 
quality. Our top model is loaded with superior spec.  
All singing, all dancing and all about you.

• Manual or Automatic 

• 17” Diamond Cut alloy wheels

• Apple CarPlay™*

•  Leather style upholstery with 
contrast stitching

• Satellite Navigation

• Reversing camera and sensors

•  Leather steering wheel  
with audio controls

• Front fog lights

• Air conditioning

• 8” colour touch screen

• ‘Follow me home’ lights

• Leather gear surround (auto)

• 3 steering modes

• Remote central door locking

• Bluetooth integration

• LED daytime running lights

• Rear ISO FIX child fitting

• Cruise control

• Chrome window surrounds

• 6 way manual seat adjustment

• Stylish roof rails

• MG badge boot open
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DYNAMIC  
D R I V I N G

The MG ZS gives you the best of all worlds, and that includes 
under the bonnet. Our engines are designed and built to be 
life ready - easily tackling stop/start city traffic or long distance 
escapes. After all, it’s easier to enjoy the ride when it’s always 
nice and smooth.

Take control with the responsive 1.5 litre manual transmission, or 
try the 1.0 litre turbo automatic if you prefer an even smoother 
drive. Either way, you can select from three steering modes to 
match your mood.

DRIVE 
SMOOOOOOOTH

3 uniquely tuned steering modes* to suit UK market.  
Choose from Urban, Normal and Dynamic.
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STEERING M
ODES

*

URBAN TUNED  
To improve the manoeuvrability whilst parking  
and at low vehicle speed conditions. Tuned for :

• Lighter steering effort in parking conditions

•  Easier steering application at lower speed
 
NORMAL TUNED  
For everyday driving and to enjoy the MG  
experience recognised for :

•  More connected steering character that  
allows the driver to feel the road 

DYNAMIC TUNED  
Increased steering effort at medium and higher 
speeds. For drivers who enjoy higher dampening 
and steering effort at higher speeds

*  Ava i l a b l e  on  Exc i t e  and  Exc l u s i ve  mode l s
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PAINT  
THE TOWN  
OR THE COUNTRY

Have a head-turning MG ZS in a shade that suits you.

The ‘Dynamic Red’ colour has been developed using a special 
coating technology that allows MG to achieve a deep and 
translucent finish with just three layers of paint, a big step 
forward from original production techniques that relied on 
up to 10 applications. The colour is hard-wearing – but also 
achieves enhanced brilliance and beautiful depth.  This creates 
further drama to the exterior.

Be more than just red, be MG ZS Dynamic Red.

Arctic 
White

Laser  
Blue

Spiced 
Orange

Black  
Pearl

Cosmic 
Silver

Dynamic 
Red

MG ZS Explore

MG ZS Excite

MG ZS Exclusive

Tri CoatSolid

SPACIOUS 
S P L I T- L E V E L 

BOOT

COAT
PAINT

TRI IN-SCREEN 

HELP

Metalic

Laser Blue

Cosmic Silver

Spiced Orange

Dynamic Red

Arctic White

Black Pearl
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AN INTERIOR  
THAT’S MORE YOU
Take your pick from our range of spec options to  
create your best MG ZS.

Our designers have put all of their focus around creating  
a premium experience without the premium price tag and  
this isn’t just on the outside of the car.  When you hop  
inside you’re met with soft touch finishes achieved using  
slush moulding technology usually only found on  
high end brands.  No scratchy hard surfaces or clunky  
harsh sounds, soft smooth features wrap around you  
at every touch.

Leather style upholstery with contrast stitching

Designer Houndstooth fabric seats

SEATS

S O F T 
T O U C H  
P R E M I U M 

D A S H

I S O  
F I X
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Safety and Security Explore Excite Exclusive

ABS+EBA • • •

Manual handbrake • • •

Rear ISO FIX (X2) • • •

Follow me home lights • •

Side air curtain • • •

ARP (Anti Rolling Protection) • • •

TPMS • • •

Front side airbags • • •

ESP • • •

Hill Launch assist • • •

EBA • • •

Driver’s seat belt reminder • • •

Front dual airbags • • •

Automatic Door Latch • • •

Front passenger’s seat belt reminder • • •

Front seat belt (3 point + pretensioner 
and Load limiter) • • •

  

Vehicle Exterior Explore Excite Exclusive

LED DRL • • •

Bulb brake lamp • • •

LED Tail Lamp • • •

Manual fold rear view mirror • • •

Headlamp auto lighting • • •

Rear parking radar •

Electric door mirror • • •

Electrical heating (defogging) door 
mirror • •

Front fog lamp • •

Projection Headlight • • •

Front and rear boneless wiper • • •

SWITCHED  
ON 
From the stability of hill-hold technology to the extra visibility of 
a reversing camera, the MG ZS gives you plenty of clever safety 
features - keeping you protected throughout every adventure.

TO SAFETY
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Wheels and Tyres Explore Excite Exclusive

17” Diamond Cut Alloy Wheel - 
215/50 R17 •

17” Turbine Alloy Wheel - 215/50 R17 •

15” 195/65 R 15 •

 

Comfort and Convenience Explore Excite Exclusive

AC system A/C Heater + 
A/C

Heater + 
A/C

Air Conditioning • •

Manual dimming Inner Rear   
View Mirror • • •

Remote Key • • •

12V power socket • • •

Cruise control • • •

Driver’s one-touch up and down anti 
trap electric window • •

In-Car Entertainment Explore Excite Exclusive

Audio System MP3 + 
IPOD

MP3 + 
IPOD

MP3 + 
IPOD

Radio + AUX/USB, MP3 + 4 • • •

MP3 + IPOD • •

DAB audio • •

USB • • •

Rear Camera •

USB mobile phone charging function • • •

BluetoothTM connection • • •

Trip computer • • •

Instrumentation Explore Excite Exclusive

Clear Glass • • •

Speed alarm, selectable, audible • • •

SUPERLOCK • • •

IGO in-car •

Apple CarPlay™* • •

Seating Explore Excite Exclusive

Fabric seat • •

Leather style seat •

Driver’s 4-way manual adjustable seat •

Driver’s 6-way manual adjustable seat • •

Passenger’s 4-way manual  
adjustable seat • • •

2nd row proportional foldable seat • • •
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POWERTRAIN APPLICATION 1.5 DOHC VTI-tech

Aspiration type Naturally aspirated

Fuel delivery type Port fuel Injection

Fuel UNLEADED 95 RON

Stop / Start functionality Stop / Start with Smart electrical charging

Cylinders 4 cylinders

Valves 16

Camshaft drive system Chain

Engine displacement (CC) 1498

Bore (mm) 75

Stroke (mm) 84.8

Compression ratio (Ratio) 10.5 : 1.0

Maximum engine power (PS @ rpm) 106PS @ 6000rpm

Maximum engine torque (NM @ rpm) 141NM @ 4500rpm

1.0T GDI turbocharged

Turbocharged

Gasoline Direct Injection

UNLEADED 95 RON

Smart electrical charging

3 cylinders

12

Chain

999

74

77.4

10.5:1

111PS @ 5200rpm

160Nm @ 1800-4700rpm

CHASSIS APPLICATION

Front suspension type MacPherson struts

Rear suspension type Torsion beam

Steering system type Column EPS (3 driver selectable modes)

Throttle type Drive by wire

MacPherson struts

Torsion beam

Column EPS (3 driver selectable modes)

Drive by wire

TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATION
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TRANSMISSION APPLICATION 1.5 DOHC VTI-tech

Transmission type and No. of gears Manual 5 Speed

1st gear ratio 3.538

2nd gear ratio 1.952

3rd gear ratio 1.29

4th gear ratio 0.972

5th gear ratio 0.794

6th gear ratio NA

Reverse gear ratio 3.454

Final Drive ratio 4.235

1.0T GDI turbocharged

Automatic 6 Speed

4.667

2.533

1.556

1.135

0.859

0.686

3.193

3.683

PERFORMANCE AND INSURANCE

In gear  
accelerations

0-100kph

Secs

10.9

0-60mph 10.4

50mph-70mph 
(4th) 10.3

50mph-70mph 
(5th) 15.2

Maximum vehicle speed mph 109

Insurance group and security rating 11E 11E 11E

12.4

12.1

7.5

112

10E 10E

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND CO2

Emission Standard EU6 B

Urban MPG 
L/100km

CO2

41.0 mpg (6.9L/100km) 158g/km

Extra Urban 58.9 mpg (4.8L/100km) 110g/km

Combined 49.6 mpg (5.7L/100km) 129g/km

EU6 B

34.5 mpg (8.2L/100km) 187g/km

54.3 mpg (5.2L/100km) 119g/km

44.9 mpg (6.3L/100km) 144g/km
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4314

1809

2048

1611

1636

1920 aerial tip / 1655 min barrier height

2585

1529

1536

11.1

DIMENSIONS (EXTERIOR)

Overall length

mm

4314

Width 1809

Overall width inc. mirror 2048

Height 1611

Height inc. rails 1636

Height antenna 1920 aerial tip / 1655 min barrier height

Wheelbase (mm) 2585

Front track (mm) 1529

Rear track (mm) 1536

Turning circle m 11.1

Overall width inc. mirror - 2048 mm
Turning circle - 11.1 m

Front Track - 1529 mm
Rear Track - 1536 mm

Wheel base - 2585 mm

Overall length - 4314 mm

H
eight - 1611 m

m
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1070

1043

1385

1426

920

995

1368

1422

448

1375

1231 1239

1730 1730

500 500

500 500

50 50

2230 2230

75 75

5

48

DIMENSIONS (INTERIOR)

Front Legroom (max)

mm

1070

Headroom (max) 1043

Shoulder room (max) 1385

Elbow room (max) 1426

Rear Legroom rear (max) 920

Headroom rear (max) 995

Shoulder room (max) 1368

Elbow room (max) 1422

WEIGHTS AND CAPACITIES

Trunk capacity, seats up litres 448

Trunk capacity, seats down,  
load to roof 1375

Unladen weight kg 1190 1200 1204

Maximum permissible weight 1695 1695 1695

Max towing weight (braked) 500 500 500

Max towing weight (un-braked) 500 500 500

Max nose weight 50 50 50

Max weight of the vehicle + trailer 2195 2195 2195

Max loading of roof rail NA 75 75

Seating capacity max 5

Fuel tank capacity, approx max litres 48
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If you want to make sure your MG ZS is ready for anything, 
add a few accessories. Our range is specially designed to 
make sure you’re ready to live life and look good. 

Visit your local dealer for our full  
accessory brochure.

ACCESSORISE
YOUR MG ZS

MUD 

GUARDS

TOW 

BAR
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LOOKING OUT  
FOR YOU
An all time first for MG not only bringing you a value 
crammed compact SUV but to ensure you have peace of 
mind for a full 7 years / 80,000 miles warranty.

Follow us on social:

/MGmotor

@MGmotor

For complete peace of mind your new MG ZS comes with a complete 
manufacturer warranty that means it’s covered for 7 years or up to 80,000 miles 
(whichever occurs soonest), with no mileage restriction during the first 12 months  
(some restrictions apply).
You can also purchase a hassle free and cost effective Service Plan too.  
Ask your Dealer for more information about the Warranty or Service Plan so they  
can help or head to MG.CO.UK

/MG

@MGmotorUK
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COAT
PAINT

TRI

*  Ava i l a b l e  on  Exc i t e  and  Exc l u s i ve  mode l s

SPACIOUS 
S P L I T- L E V E L 

BOOT
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FUTURE  
TECHNOLOGY

The MG ZS is forward-thinking motoring at its best –  
and the latest step in the iconic MG story.

We’ve always adapted to the latest innovations – along with 
the changing needs of our drivers – to offer stylish looks and 
total practicality at an affordable price. With more options, more 
features and next-level technology developed at our Technical 
Centre, the MG ZS gives you the chance to be part of our 
exciting future.

DYNAMIC  
D R I V I N G

Apple 
CarPlay™* 

INCLUDES
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7 year or 80,000 miles (whichever occurs first) manufacturer warranty on all MG ZS models. Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and up 
to date at the time of being published (October 2017). Please note colours and accessories are for illustrative purposes only. Colours and finishes replicated are subject to limitations of the 
printing process and may vary from actual colour and paint finish. MG Motor UK endorses a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the right to make changes at any time without 
notice to colours, accessories, material, design, shape specification and models. Items may be discontinued at any time. Actual UK specification may vary from vehicles shown.  
For latest information, please speak to your approved MG dealer.

MG Motor UK, Lowhill Lane, Birmingham, West Midlands, B31 2BQ

Published October 2017 MG.CO.UK/MG-ZS


